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Time Content/Knowledge Skills Performance Assessments 

September  

Greetings Introduction to 
ChinaIntroduction to Chinese 
languageMoon Festival Holiday 

Students will be able to: 
-- say hello, thank you and good-bye.  
-- introduce themselves.  
-- answer how they're feeling.  
-- locate China on the world map.  
-- identify the flags of China.  
-- to identify Chinese characters as the writing 
system of the Chinese language.  
-- recognize that Pinyin is a method of writing 
Chinese words with letters to help students learn 
how to pronounce words.  
-- understand the story of Chang E and her flight 
to the moon.  

Informal observation through dialogue 
practice;Oral participation in group 
discussions about China and Chinese; 
Role play with puppets Moon cake 
and Chang’e worksheets to color  

October 

Numbers: 1-10  
Names of the week 
Birthday and age 
Lucky and unlucky numbers in 
Chinese culture 
Respect for elders in Chinese 
culture  
Chinese customs related to 
birthdays in China 
 
 

Students will be able to:  
-- count from one to ten and recognize. 
-- sing the number song: Where is my friend?  
-- say from Monday to Sunday. 
--say: How old are you? I am… old. 
-- identify 6 & 8 as lucky numbers and 4 as an 
unlucky number in Chinese culture. 
-- sing Happy Birthday in Chinese.  

Sing and act out the number song; 
Chinese dice game; Informal 
observation Say numbers in 
Chinese and show corresponding 
number of objects; Say the names of 
the week in Chinese 



November 
 

Family vocabulary  
Chinese family structure 
Introduce family members 
Thanksgiving Holiday compared 
to the Moon Festival Holiday 

Students will be able to:  
-- name their immediate family members.  
-- form simple sentences to say they love their 
family members.  
-- say how many people are in their families.  
-- say: This is my…. That is my… 
-- fold a house with paper and draw family 
members on it.  
-- Sing the song of family members.  
-- compare and contrast the Thanksgiving 
Holiday and the Moon Festival Holiday 

Informal observation through 
performance;  
Informal observation through singing; 
The paper-folded house with drawing 
of family members 

December 

Parts of the Body  
Direction and Moving Vocabulary 
 
 

Students will be able to:  
-- name the parts of the body  
-- say the words concerning direction and moving 
-- sing the song: Head, Shoulders, Knees and 
Toes.  
-- sing the song: Two tigers.  

Role play in groups;  
Informal observation through singing; 
Performance of matching the cards of 
body parts with the picture of the 
body. 

January 

Introduce the Lunar New Year 
Zodiac animals Chinese New Year 
vocabulary and customs Lucky 
and unlucky colors for Lunar New 
Year 

Students will be able to:  
-- explain the difference between the Lunar New 
Year and the Gregorian New Year and that the 
Lunar New Year is on a different day every year. 
-- recount the story about the zodiac animals.  
-- use vocabulary related to the New Year.  
-- demonstrate an understanding of customs and 
traditions related to the New Year.  
-- say 'Happy Chinese New Year' (Xin Nian Kuai 
Le) in Chinese. 

Oral participation Informal 
observation through conversation 
Role play zodiac animal story Lunar 
New Year projects Zodiac animal 
project Make good luck symbols 

February 

Four Seasons  
Weather related words 
Comparison of the seasons and 
weather between China and 
America 

Students will be able to:  
-- name the four seasons  
-- read the weather related words 
-- match the pictures with the seasons and the 
weathers related words 
-- identify the differences and similarities of the 
weather between China and America 
-- draw and color a picture of winter 

Oral participation Informal 
observation through games Class 
projects Dialogue practice Draw 
and color a picture of winter 



March 

Color 
Color Related to seasons 
Color of Panda 
Significance of Red Color in China 
 
 

Students will be able to:  
-- name the primary colors.  
-- identify the colors of panda 
--draw and color a picture of panda 
--express their likes and dislikes of different 
colors 
--understand the significance of red color in 
China 

Oral participation Informal 
observation through games Class 
projects Dialogue practice Student 
survey chart  

April 

Fruits  
Spring related words 

Students will be able to:  
-- name and identify fruits.  
-- express their likes and dislikes of different 
fruits.  
-- name and identify vocabulary words related to 
spring. 

Oral participation Informal 
observation through games Class 
projects Dialogue practice Student 
survey chart Draw a picture of spring 
and label the words 

May 

Chinese food Customs related to 
eating Chinese food Mother's 
Day 

Students will be able to:  
-- name some basic Chinese foods.  
-- express likes/dislikes for foods. 
 -- explain some differences between Chinese 
and American food.  
-- use chopsticks.  
-- say "I love my mom" in Chinese. 

Informal observation of students' 
ability to name foods and express 
their likes and dislikes Oral 
participation in discussion about food 
Role play ordering food in a Chinese 
restaurant Participate in chopstick 
game Mother's Day project 

 


